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Editor—Publication bias is a pervasive problem in biomedical research,1 Dubben

and Beck-Bornholdt providing further evidence on its importance.2 The

preference for publishing papers with significant results may seriously

compromise the ability to draw valid conclusions from the published literature.

This problem seems particularly relevant to results from epidemiological

research.

We offer a solution to this problem that lies at the disposal of journal editors.

Preliminary editorial decisions could be based solely on the peer review of the

introduction and methods sections of submitted papers. These two sections deal

with the key issues on which editorial decisions would ideally be based: the

importance of the research question and the potential for the study design and

proposed analyses to inform that question.

Blinding reviewers to the results and discussion sections may pose some
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challenges to the reviewing process because elements of these later sections are

also relevant for editorial decisions. However, these difficulties would probably

be outweighed by the benefits of reducing publication bias. Peer reviewers might

be asked to make a preliminary recommendation to the editor (reject or continue

further review) on the basis of the merit of the study design and proposed data

analyses—not on the findings themselves.

If manuscripts pass this initial stage then reviewers could be unblinded to the

results and discussion sections. Our proposal could have the additional benefit of

improving the clarity and detail of methods sections.

Our proposal may be particularly appropriate for papers dealing with topics that

are susceptible to publication bias—those in which prior hypotheses are biased

strongly in one direction. The usefulness of this proposal could be further

evaluated in a randomised trial: submitted manuscripts could be randomly

allocated to either a traditional review process or a review process blinded to the

results. Editors could then assess whether papers with non-significant results are

more likely to be published under the alternative review process.
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